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Abstract: Copy move forgery is one of the important fields in forensic science for image processing. Image forgery is different 

like copy move attack, image splicing, and image retouching. In this paper review the specific copy move forgery images and its 

detection methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Copy-Move forgery is one of the common image forgery techniques. The attackers copy a part of an image itself and, with the 

purpose of disguising some details, paste it to another part of the same image. Unlike copying from different source images, copying 

from the same image has more chance of leaving behind no traces of tampering, for the reason that, attributes in the same image, 

such as illumination, proportion, or focus etc, resemble. Furthermore, some attackers may perform some post processing attack after 

Copy-Move operation, which makes the task of detecting forgery significantly harder. Hence, the key of detection method is the 

robustness against the post image processing, such as noise contamination, lossy JPEG compression, blurring etc. Since Copy-Move 

forgery imports a correlation between the original image region and the pasted region, it is feasible to take advantage of this corre-

lation as a basis for successful detection of a forgery by looking for identical image regions [1]. The advancement of PC technology 

and image processing software, digital image forgery has been ending up plainly progressively simple to perform. Be that as it may, 

digital images are a famous wellspring of data, and the unwavering quality of digital images is in this way turning into an essential 

issue. Of the current sorts of image forgery, a typical control with the digital image is a copy-move forgery, which is to glue one or 

a few duplicated region(s) of an image into another part(s) of a similar image. In the previous years, heaps of forgery recognition 

techniques have been proposed for copy-move forgery identification. To adaptively fragment the host image into non-covering and 

unpredictable pieces. At that point, the component focuses are separated from each square and coordinated with each other to find 

the marked component focuses which can around show the presumed forgery locales. At long last, the marked element focuses are 

prepared and the morphological operation is connected to produce the distinguished forgery locales [2]. 

 

Image Forgery Types 

Image Retouching: Image Retouching is considered as less harmful sort of computerized image forgery than different sort’s 

exhibit. If there should arise an occurrence of image modifying unique image does not essentially change, but rather there is an 

enhancement or, on the other hand, diminishes certain element of the unique image. This strategy is the main stream among maga-

zine photograph editors. This sort of Image forgery is available in all magazine cover that would utilize this strategy to improve 

certain components of an image with the goal that it is more alluring. Really, the truth of the matter is that such enhancement is 

morally off-base. 

 

Image splicing or photomontage: This procedure for making forgery images is more forceful than image retouching. Image splic-

ing is in a general sense basic process and should be possible as yields and glues districts from the same or discrete sources. This 

technique alludes to glue up created by staying together images utilizing digital tools accessible for example, Photoshop. In Image 

Splicing method there is a piece of two or more images, which are joined to make a fake image. Illustrations incorporate a few 

scandalous news reporting cases including the utilization of faked images. 

 

Copy-Move Attack: The copy move forgery is well known as one of the troublesome and most ordinarily utilized sorts of image 

altering system. In this strategy, one needs to cover a piece of the image keeping in mind the end goal to include or remove data. In 

the Copy-Move image, control strategy a piece of a similar image is duplicated and stuck into another piece of that image itself. In 

a copy-move assault, the expectation is to shroud something in the original image with some other piece of a similar image [3]. 
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Approaches to detecting Digital Image Forgery: There are two approaches for detecting computerized picture fabrication. One 

is dynamic approach and the other is the passive approach.  

 

Active Approach: A dynamic detection technique which comprises of adding picture points of interest with a specific end goal to 

portray computerized altering, for example, name, date, signature, and so forth. It requires an extraordinary equipment execution to 

stamp the confirmation of the computerized picture.  

 

Passive Approach: Passive technique detects the copied questions in fashioned pictures without the need of unique picture water-

mark and relies on upon follows left on the picture by various preparing ventures amid picture control. Passive approach likewise 

decides the sum and the area of fraud in the picture [4]. 

 

 
 

Fig. Image Forgery Detection Approaches 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Hailing Huang et.al. [1] In this paper we portray a powerful technique to distinguish Copy-Move forgery in digital images. This 

technique works by first extricating SIFT descriptors of an image, which is invariant to changes in brightening, revolution, scaling 

and so on. Attributable to the closeness between stuck district also, replicated area, descriptors are then coordinated with each other 

to look for any conceivable forgery in images. Tests have been performed to exhibit the effectiveness of this strategy on various 

imitations and evaluate its strength and affect ability to post image handling, for example, added substance commotion and lossy 

JPEG pressure and so on, or even compound preparing. 

 

S.Saravana Kumar et.al. [2] in this paper proposed a strategy copy-move image forgery detection utilizing highlight point 

extraction and morphological operations. The proposed plot incorporates both squares based, what's more, key point-based forgery 

detection strategies. In the first place, sections the host image into non overlapping what's more, sporadic squares adaptively. At 

that point, the component focuses are extricated from each hinder as piece components, and the square elements are coordinated 

with each other to find the marked component focuses; this technique can around show the presumed forgery regions. To identify 

the forgery regions all the more precisely, and then unions the neighboring obstructs that have comparative nearby shading high-

lights into the element pieces to produce the combined regions; at long last, it applies the morphological operation to the combined 

regions to create the recognized forgery regions. 

 

 Snigdha K. Mankar et.al. [3] In this paper, playing out a survey of this Image forgery technique. There are two sorts of tech-

niques for image forensics: one is dynamic insurance, and the other is latent identification. The primary sorts of Image forgery 

techniques are Image Splicing, Copy-Move Forgery utilized mostly to make tempered photos are examined in more detail in this 

paper. As the forgery of Images is developing day-by-day, it is especially important to create devices for location as which image 

is valid and which is a forgery.  

 

 Amandeep Kaur et.al. [4] The paper overviews the distinctive sorts of digital image forgery, ways to deal with distinguish 

digital forgery. Particularly pixel-based forgery detection techniques are examined. Every one of the techniques and methodologies 

talked about in this paper can recognize forgery. Be that as it may, a few algorithms are not viable as far as identifying the real 

fashioned locale. Then again a few algorithms have a high time multifaceted nature. In this way, there is a need to create proficient 

and precise image forgery detection algorithm, either by consolidating the current techniques or by growing new techniques. 

 

Babak Mahdian et.al. [5] In digital images to automatically detect and localize duplicated regions a method is proposed in this 

paper. In an image, the presence of duplicated regions is called. The presence of duplicated regions in an image may copy–move 

forgery. In the duplicated regions when blur degradation, or arbitrary contrast changes, additional noise are presented the blur 

moment invariants allowed this method to detect copy–move forgery. To conceal traces of copy–move forgery these modifications 

are commonly used techniques. 

 

Sevinc Bayram et.al. [6] In digital images for detecting copy-move forgery a new approach is proposed in this paper, to lossy 

compression scaling and rotation type of manipulations which is considerably more robust. In detecting the duplicated image regions 

to improve the computational, and we propose to utilize the thought of considering blossom channels another option to lexicographic 

sorting, which is a typical part of the vast majority of the proposed duplicate move falsification location plans. 
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Seung-Jin Ryu et.al. [7] In this paper, we propose an identification strategy of copy-move forgery that limits copied areas 

utilizing Zernike moments. Since the size of Zernike moments is arithmetically invariant against pivot, the proposed strategy can 

distinguish a produced area even in spite of the fact that it is pivoted. Our plan is additionally versatile to the deliberate contortions, 

for example, added substance white Gaussian noise, JPEG compression, and blurring. The trial comes about show that the proposed 

plan is suitable to recognize the manufactured district by copy-pivot move forgery. 

 

B.L.Shivakuma et.al. [8] There are at any rate three noteworthy difficulties: tampered images with pressure, tampered images 

with clamor, and tampered images with revolution. In this paper inspected a few papers to know the current improvement in the 

field of Copy-Move digital image forgery detection. Refined apparatuses and progressed control procedures have made forgery 

detection a testing one. Digital image forensic is as yet a developing territory and part of research should have been finished. 

 

HWEI-JEN LIN et.al. [9] This paper proposes a strategy for detecting copy-move forgery over pictures altered by copy-move. 

To recognize such phonies, the given picture is partitioned into covering squares of equivalent size, the highlight of each piece is 

then removed and spoken to as a vector, all the extricated highlight vectors are then sorted utilizing the radix sort. The distinction 

(move vector) of the places of each combination of neighboring component vectors in the sorting rundown is processed. The aggre-

gated number of each of the move vectors is assessed. An expansive aggregated number is considered as the conceivable nearness 

of a copied locale, and in this manner all the element vectors compared to the move vectors with expansive collected numbers are 

distinguished, who’s relating pieces are then set apart to frame a speculative distinguished outcome. At long last, the medium 

separating and associated part investigation are performed on the provisional identified outcome to get the last outcome. 

 

Yanjun Cao et.al. [10] In this paper, introduced a proficient and vigorous way to deal with identify such particular ancient rarity. 

Right off the bat, the first picture is separated into settled size pieces, and discrete cosine transform (DCT) is connected to each 

piece, in this manner, the DCT coefficients speak to each square. Furthermore, every cosine transformed piece is spoken to by a 

circle square and four components are extricated to diminish the measurement of each piece. At last, the element vectors are lexi-

cographically sorted, and copied picture squares will be coordinated by a preset threshold value. So as to make the calculation more 

powerful, a few parameters are proposed to expel the wrong comparable pieces. Try comes about demonstrate that its proposed plan 

is vigorous to different duplicate move imitation, as well as to obscuring or nosing including and with low computational intricacy. 

 

Author Name Year Technology Used Descriptions 

Hailing Huang 

et.al. 

2008 SIFT algorithm In this paper, we portray a powerful technique to distinguish 

Copy-Move forgery in digital images. This technique works 

by first extricating SIFT descriptors of an image, which is in-

variant to changes in brightening, revolution, scaling and so 

on. Attributable to the closeness between stuck district also, 

replicated area, descriptors are then coordinated with each 

other to look for any conceivable forgery in images 

S.Saravana Ku-

mar et.al. 

 COPY MOVE 

FORGERY IM-

AGE DETEC-

TION 

In this paper proposed a strategy copy-move image forgery 

detection utilizing highlight point extraction and morphologi-

cal operations. The proposed plot incorporates both square 

based, what's more, key point-based forgery detection strate-

gies. In the first place, sections the host image into none over-

lapping what's more, sporadic squares adaptively. At that 

point, the component focuses are extricated from each hinder 

as piece components, and the square elements are coordinated 

with each other to find the arked component focuses; this tech-

nique can around show the presumed forgery regions. 

Snigdha K. 

Mankar et.al. 

  In this paper, playing out a survey of this Image forgery tech-

nique. There are two sorts of techniques for image forensics: 

one is dynamic insurance, and the other is latent identification. 

The primary sorts of Image forgery techniques are Image 

Splicing, Copy-Move Forgery utilized mostly to make tem-

pered photos are examined in more detail in this paper. As the 

forgery of Images is developing day-by-day, it is especially 

important to create devices for location as which image is 

valid and which is a forgery.  
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Amandeep Kaur 

et.al. 

 Digital Image 

Forgery and 

Techniques 

The paper overviews the distinctive sorts of digital image for-

gery, ways to deal with distinguish digital forgery. Particu-

larly pixel-based forgery detection techniques are examined. 

Every one of the techniques and methodologies talked about 

in this paper can recognize forgery. Be that as it may, a few 

algorithms are not viable as far as identifying the real fash-

ioned locale. Then again a few algorithms have a high time 

multifaceted nature. In this way, there is a need to create pro-

ficient and precise image forgery detection algorithm, either 

by consolidating the current techniques or by growing new 

techniques 

Babak Mahdian 

et.al. 

2007 blur moment in-

variants 

 In digital images to automatically detect and localize dupli-

cated regions, a method is proposed in this paper. In an image, 

the presence of duplicated regions is called. The presence of 

duplicated regions in an image may copy–move forgery. In 

the duplicated regions when blur degradation, or arbitrary 

contrast changes, additional noise are presented the blur mo-

ment invariants allowed this method to detect copy–move for-

gery. 

Sevinc Bayram 

et.al. 

2009 An efficient and 

robust method 

 In digital images for detecting copy-move forgery, a new ap-

proach is proposed in this paper, to lossy compression scaling 

and rotation type of manipulations which is considerably more 

robust. In detecting the duplicated image regions to improve 

the computational, and we propose to utilize the thought of 

considering blossom channels another option to lexicographic 

sorting, which is a typical part of the vast majority of the pro-

posed duplicate move falsification location plans. 

Seung-Jin Ryu 

et.al. 

2010 zernike moments In this paper, we propose an identification strategy of copy-

move forgery that limits copied areas utilizing Zernike mo-

ments. Since the size of Zernike moments is arithmetically in-

variant against pivot, the proposed strategy can distinguish a 

produced area even in spite of the fact that it is pivoted. Our 

plan is additionally versatile to the deliberate contortions, for 

example, added substance white Gaussian noise, JPEG com-

pression, and blurring. Trial comes about show that the pro-

posed plan is suitable to recognize the manufactured district 

by copy-pivot move forgery 

B.L.Shivakuma 

et.al. 

2010 copy-move for-

gery 

 There are at any rate three noteworthy difficulties: tam-

pered images with pressure, tampered images with clamor, 

and tampered images with revolution. In this paper inspected 

a few papers to know the current improvement in the field of 

Copy-Move digital image forgery detection. Refined apparat-

uses and progressed control procedures have made forgery de-

tection a testing one. Digital image forensic is as yet a devel-

oping territory and part of research should have been finished. 
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